
EHR + Practice Management + Claims Management 
(Unlimited user access with provider license subscription) One integrated and affordable 
solution covering everything physicians need to keep the practice operating at top efficiency. 

Template-free Charting 
No restrictions; Allscripts MyWay is extremely flexible and matches physician’s preferred 
workflow. Windows based platform allows for easy navigation and physicians can document 
multiple complaints or handle multiple patients easily. Physicians can search by diagnosis, 
symptom, or care plans. 

Adaptive Learning 
MyWay continually learns the physician's style, habits, and methodology to consistently 
enable users to write faster and smarter, and with far less effort. 

Intelligent Navigation 
Automatically displays relevant, clinical content based on presenting symptoms, even 
suggesting next logical entry options. Users move freely anywhere without 
enter/exit screens.

Offline Synchronization
Be productive anywhere, all the time, even without a network connection. The user’s offline 
changes and entries are automatically synchronized to update records when reconnected. 

ASP (offsite) Hosting  
MyWay is a cost effective way to focus on the practice instead of technology. Allscripts 
handles the technical details and delivers the applications, services, and support needed 
with reliability and security.

Personalized Physician Desktop
Physicians can customize the look and function of their Allscripts MyWay desktop. 
Information can include scheduling, internet websites, messages, calls to be made, 
or incomplete notes that need to be finished.

Allscripts Academy Role Based Training
Online Learning Portal with 24x7 access; Role based Implementation. Training curricula 
including Administrative, Front Office, Back Office/Billing, Clinical, and Provider programs; 
Continuing Education Curricula.

OCR Technology
Use of character recognition reduces data input errors. 

Health Maintenance Alerts
MyWay allows the practice to automatically generate health maintenance alerts based 
on various patient conditions and criteria. Improves the quality of care and ensure 
compliance with established medical guidelines and protocols as required by PQRI 
measures and HEDIS guidelines.

Intuitive Scheduling
Easy view of scheduled appointments by resource. Improves scheduled appointment 
type by physician.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 





Non Keyboard Stylus Data Entry (if used on Tablet PC)
Use of stylus allows for character recognition if user prefers to “write” on a tablet PC. 
MyWay can be used on stand alone PCs for non clinicians.

Easy Customization
Quickly change & customize screens and preferences without being a programmer. Match 
personal workflow and preferences, and allow each user in the practice to do the same.

On the Fly Customization
Add or delete new fields as needed. With no templates, users can modify the Full Note 
Composer in a matter of seconds; no need for help from IT.

ePrescribing
It’s never been simpler to write, send, refill and track prescriptions. Access medication 
history, formularies, and check for interactions to safeguard patients.

E&M Guideline Mapping
Once a chart note is completed, E&M Guidelines will provide a recommendation no set 
up required! 

Claim Scrubbing
Enhance practice revenues; reduce claim denials and coding compliance errors with an 
integrated coding tool at practice level.

Allcripts PayerPath
#2 Claims Management Company in the country Electronic Claims, Fast Notes, Five 
Remittance Files, & more: Includes instant notification of claims status and claim 
scrubbing feature.

Wolters Kluwer Enhanced Content
Use the software “out of the box” with virtually no specialty specific customization required. 

CCHIT Certified
Physicians using CCHIT Certified EHRs will enhance the quality and safety of their care and 
decrease their medical legal risk.

Ingenix CPT & ICD 9 Codes
Helps physicians shoulder the burden of monitoring and interpreting changes, so they 
can stay compliant with changing codes and code rules.

Support: 8 AM - 6 PM Support (in your time zone)
Plus 24x7 Beeper Service, Customer Care Website, Knowledge Base & more. 

Company Stability
AllscriptsMisys has been in business over 27 years. With 1 in every 3 physicians in US 
will be using an AllscriptsMisys product.

Digital Physician Office
Integrated EHR application AND communications system for full office automation 
(with purchase of Cisco UC500 System and Allscripts MyWay EHR)
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